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We present initial positioning results obtained by analyses of data from four cost-effective Global

Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) units installed on the island of Saba. The island hosts the active

but quiescent stratovolcano Mt. Scenery which reaches an elevation of 887 metres and was last

active around 1640. The cost-effective GNSS units were installed around the volcano in February

2022 and house all necessities for autonomous, continuous monitoring. The overall equipment

cost per unit is about 1000 Euros, a fraction of the material costs of a conventional, permanent

continuously monitoring GNSS station. Furthermore, the typical installation time of permanent

stations takes multiple days whereas the installation time required for our cost-effective units can

be undertaken within a few hours. We demonstrate that the performance of the cost-effective

GNSS units for daily positioning estimations is comparable with the performance of permanent

stations. We investigate the precision and accuracy of the time series of kinematic and static

positioning solutions using geodetic positioning estimation algorithms. For direct comparison we

placed one cost-effective GNSS unit next to a permanent, conventional GNSS station. Furthermore,

we investigate if results improve after applying a minimum-effort calibration of the cost-effective

antenna using a permanently installed GNSS station. We demonstrate that cost-effective GNSS

units are i) well-suited to extend an existing volcano monitoring network of permanent GNSS

stations and ii) can potentially even be used independently for basic volcano monitoring when

funding is limited. We also envisage the use of cost-effective GNSS units for rapid deployment in

hazardous or risk-prone areas where installations of conventional GNSS stations could be deemed

too costly.
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